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ABSTRACT 
The technological progress to automated driving not only influences the motion of the vehicle itself but 
also enables passengers to productively shape their driving time in a new way as they are not occupied 
with driving tasks anymore. Therefore, non-driving-related activities such as sleeping, working on a 
notebook or watching movies, become relevant user scenarios for functionally designing the automotive 
interior. For this purpose, a non-driving-related activity can be described by functions, which support 
the users in performing their intentional tasks, and functions carriers, which fulfil one or several 
functions. Basing on previous research findings, a quantitative survey is conducted in order to identify 
relevant and prioritised functions and function carriers. Five non-driving-related activities are taken into 
account: 'Making a call', 'sleeping', 'watching a movie', 'talking to passengers' and 'working on a 
notebook'. Results show a significant difference between general relevancy and specific prioritisation 
of functions and function carriers. In this contribution, the setup of the study is described, the outcome 
exemplified and further research steps are deduced. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Until 2035, traffic researchers forecast a share of autonomous vehicles between 17% and 42% of the 

total vehicle fleet in Germany. For the US market, they estimate a proportion of 11% in worst case and 

32% in best case scenario (Trommer et al., 2016). According to a forecast by the leading market research 

institute Navigant Research, nearly 100 million self-driving vehicles will be sold by 2035 

(Wirtschaftswoche, 2013). This also means, referring to Johanning and Mildner (2015, p. 75), that only a 

few conventional vehicles will be sold then. Until now, only a few researchers were concerned with the 

impact of longer time spans in automated vehicles and what that means for users and developers. At this 

point, it is only known that occupants will be very likely performing another activity during an 

automated drive, but not of which kind this activity will be (Feldhuetter et al., 2018, p. 15ff.). Through 

the technological progress, a lot of new user groups will be worth considering for the automotive 

industry which then makes the product more attractive due to various use cases during the drive itself. A 

study by Trommer et al. (2016) stated, that this will result in three to nine percent more kilometres 

driven. The higher complexity of traffic patterns will lead to a higher number of traffic jams and parking 

searches, which will strengthen the users’ needs for a vehicle that is able to adapt to different situations. 

This requires a flexible and individual interior concept which enables the occupants to productively 

shape their driving time and reach their destination in a relaxed state of mind (Tomforde, 2007, p. 

208ff.). Fraunhofer IAO and Horváth & Partners (2016) as well as others already dealt with researching 

on users’ needs during an automated drive, which lead to the field of non-driving-related activities. This 

term includes all tasks that are not related to driving, such as operating comfort or infotainment systems. 

And also activities that become possible with the automated driving belong to it (Pfleging and Schmidt, 

2015, p. 3). These aspects make it essential to differentiate the interior design between different non-

driving-related activities. While ‘working’ in an automated vehicle may require a table, various shelves 

and input and display options, a comfortable seating or lying position in combination with a dark 

environment may be more important for the non-driving-related activity ‘sleeping’. This might also be 

different for ‘virtual sightseeing’, ‘watching a movie’ or ‘working out’ in an automated vehicle (Fitzen et 

al., 2018, p. 2). The need for ‘bigger, smarter and more functional storage’ is also shared by David 

Muyres, executive director for advanced products at Yanfeng Automotive Interiors (Berman, 2016, p. 2). 

Therefore, it can be concluded in general that a need for detailed data regarding the realisation of non-

driving-related activities in automated vehicles on the development side of the vehicle exists, which this 

contribution will be concerned with. 

2 RESEARCH GAP AND OBJECTIVES 

Previous research in this field was rather concerned on identifying relevant non-driving-related 

activities than describing them in detail. Petermann-Stock et al. (2013) classified non-driving-related 

activities regarding the demand level and the user demand which is addressed. They split into 

cognitive, acoustic, visual and motor demands and categorised all activities into these four. While 

‘making a call’ includes a cognitive and acoustic demand, ‘working on a notebook’ additionally 

requires visual and motor interaction. This scheme was also picked up by Feldhuetter et al. (2018). 

Fitzen et al. (2018) then used this approach in order to categorise functions and function carriers for 

non-driving-related activities. In this context, functions are known as what the driver or user intends 

and to what extent the technical system supports him (Braess and Seiffert, 2003, p. 667). The function 

carrier then realises the function in technical solutions (Vietor and Stechert, 2013, p. 865). Function 

carriers can either be components or assemblies which fulfil a function (Ehrlenspiel, 2009, p. 44; 

Feldhusen et al., 2013, p. 311).  

Table 1: Relevant functions for the non-driving-related activity ‘working on a notebook’ 
(Fitzen et al., 2018) 

Ensuring a quiet environment Transmitting few jerky 

movements of the vehicle 

Ensuring a comfortable 

temperature 

Enabling darkening Ensuring access to the internet Generating a pleasant odour 

Providing massage functions Offering an interior that is inspired 

by nature 

Enabling comfortable and variable 

seating position 

Enabling arm support Enabling leg rest … 
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These function carriers as well as user functions were previously collected and merged through 

automotive-related and non-automotive literature, whereas all possible information was collected. For 

the non-driving-related activity ‘working on a notebook’ the identified functions are shown in Table 1. 

The same procedure was performed for function carriers. The list of function carriers for ‘working on 

a notebook’ is shown in Table 2 in extracts. 

Table 2: Relevant function carriers for the non-driving-related activity ‘working on a 
notebook’ (Fitzen et al., 2018) 

Notebook Keyboard Smartphone 

Table Headphones Armrest 

Houseplant Tablet Earmuffs 

Pillow Mouse … 

The displayed data not only exists for the non-driving-related activity ‘working on a notebook’, but 

also for four other activities: ‘Making a call’, ‘sleeping’, ‘watching a movie’ and ‘talking to 

passengers’. What is not available so far is quantitative data regarding these functions and functions 

carriers which was identified as the addressed research gap. In order to functionally describe non-

driving-related activities for vehicles an approach to acquire and apply more detailed data is needed. In 

this regard the following research questions can be derived: 

1. How do we establish a quantitative basis for the characterisation of non-driving-related activities? 

2. What are the priorities for functions and function carriers for potential vehicle users during non-

driving-related activities? 

The aim of this contribution therefore is to collect and present quantitative data on relevant functions 

and function carriers for non-driving-related activities. This should serve as a basis for the functional 

design of the interior for automated vehicles. 

3 SPECIFICATION OF FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTION CARRIERS 

For the specification of functions and function carriers different methods were taken into account. Due 

to the need for quantitative data and standardisation a quantitative survey was chosen as the most 

appropriate method (Döring and Bortz, 2016, p. 405). 

3.1 Study method and setup 

The mentioned functions and function carriers gathered through literature research from Fitzen et al. 

(2018) were used as a basis for setting up the survey. As the respondents should not be occupied for 

more than ten minutes when answering the survey, the five investigated non-driving-related activities 

were split into two different surveys. The first survey contained questions on ‘sleeping’, ‘watching a 

movie’ and ‘talking to passengers’, whereas the second one included the exact same questions on 

‘working on a notebook’ and ‘making a call’. As only the results within every activity should be part 

of the final evaluation and no interconnection between the two samples was intended, this was chosen 

to be a suitable approach. The allocation of respondents to survey 1 or 2 was made through a tool-

based randomisation. 

For the first survey on ‘sleeping’, ‘watching a movie’ and ‘talking to passengers’,       experts 

from the automotive industry were asked. They all came from different departments such as 

development, market research, finance, organisational management and production. The second 

survey on ‘working on a notebook’ and ‘making a call’ collected answers of       experts from 

similar departments. The survey started with a short introduction into the topic using the example of a 

situation the user should empathise. 

‘You are driving in an autonomous vehicle on public roads. You do not have to take on any driving 

tasks. The vehicle is based on today’s models, but you can imagine the interior as flexible and 

individually designable. In the following survey, you will be asked questions about various other 

activities - termed non-driving-related activities - that you can perform instead of driving tasks.’ 

For all non-driving-related activities, the survey then asked for selecting all relevant functions from a 

list such as pictured in Table 1. From all selected ones, the respondents were told to filter their top five 

functions that are essential for the respective non-driving-related activity. This procedure was 
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performed for function carriers as well before proceeding to the next activity. The order of functions 

and function carriers was randomised for every respondent. 

3.2 Results 

First of all, a statement on the general relevance of functions and function carriers was found to be 

interesting. From the selection of relevant functions a list of the ten most selected ones could be 

derived. Therefore, only the yes or no-selection was taken into account by counting the respondents 

that selected a function. The most relevant functions for every non-driving-related activity are shown 

in the following Table 3. 

Table 3: Ten most relevant functions for every non-driving-related activity 
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Allowing pleasant head inclination and good view of the screen    x  

Amplifying network reception  x    

Enabling arm support x   x x 

Enabling comfortable and variable seating position x x x x x 

Enabling darkening   x   

Enabling eye contact     x 

Enabling good audio and video quality  x  x  

Enabling leg rest x x x x  

Enabling other activities     x 

Enabling watching a movie with several people    x  

Ensuring a comfortable temperature x x x x x 

Ensuring a quiet environment x x x x x 

Ensuring access to the internet x   x  

Generating a pleasant odour x  x   

Offering an interior that is inspired by nature x     

Offering double bed   x   

Offering possibilities for research  x    

Protecting privacy  x x  x 

Providing adjustable and different coloured illumination x    x 

Providing background music     x 

Providing contactless telephoning  x    

Providing intelligent alarm function   x   

Transmitting few jerky movements of the vehicle x x x x x 

It appears that some of the functions are relevant for every non-driving-related activity in the eyes of 

the respondents. ‘Enabling a comfortable and variable seating position’ apparently is required for 

every activity, which is explainable by the need of individualisation and flexibility for the occupants. 

The same applies to ‘ensuring a comfortable temperature’, ‘ensuring a quiet environment’ and 

‘transmitting few jerky movements of the vehicle’. These are functions that can be directly related to 

the comfort pyramid from Bubb (1995), whereas vibrations & light, noise and climate are three out of 

four factors that significantly influence the environmental comfort. The mentioned four functions 

therefore, as they are named for every non-driving-related activity, seem to be very basic functions 

that the respondents apparently expect in a vehicle during an automated drive. With restrictions this 

can be also stated for ‘enabling leg rest’, which is relevant in all activities except for ‘talking to 

passengers’. On the other hand, some of the functions are very specific and therefore only relevant for 

one activity. This applies to twelve out of 23 functions that were identified as the most relevant 

through the survey. For ‘sleeping’, this is applicable for the functions ‘enabling darkening’, ‘offering 

double bed’ and ‘providing intelligent alarm function’. These functions make less sense for the other 
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non-driving-related activities, for what reason this seems as a valid result. ‘Watching a movie’ and 

‘working on a notebook’ explicitly necessitate leg rest and arm support, which in combination with 

‘enabling a comfortable and variable seating position’ complete the picture of a holistic comfort 

experience for the two activities. By analogy with this procedure this was also used for function 

carriers, whereas their relevancy per each activity is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Ten most relevant function carriers for every non-driving-related activity 

It stands out that there are two function carriers that occur as mostly relevant in all non-driving-related 

activities, which are ‘smartphone’ and ‘tablet’. At first this seems surprising for the activity ‘sleeping’, 

but in general few function carriers were selected for this activity, which might be an explanation. 

Also, the respondents could have imagined ‘smartphone’ and ‘tablet’ as instruments to access music in 

order to create a more pleasant surrounding while sleeping. The same fact applies to the function 

carrier ‘drink’, which is also relevant for all other activities except for ‘making a call’. According to 

the respondents a ‘pillow’ is needed for all activities except for ‘working on a notebook’. Overall, 15 

out of 26 function carriers which occur in the ten most relevant of each activity only are mentioned in 

one activity. For example, ‘working on a notebook’ is required to have a lot of different function 

carriers according to the respondents. Five out of ten of them are only relevant for this activity, for 

instance a docking station, a keyboard and a mouse. On the other hand, ‘sleeping’ makes a blanket, 

earmuffs and sleep mask necessary, which are all exclusive for this activity. In general not all vehicle 

integrated components or assemblies are named in this survey. One example can be given by the seat, 

which would probably be relevant for every activity as well. As the purpose of this survey mainly was 

to identify differences between the characterisation of non-driving-related activities, this seems like a 

valid result. 

Based on this data set it was deemed necessary not only to have a rating of functions and function 

carriers by the number of selection, but also by the rank the item was given by the respondents. Of 
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course, this does not enable concluding distances between items, but at least gives insight on the 

priorities the respondents had in the survey. The comparison between the average rank and the number 

of selections is shown in Figure 2 for functions within ‘working on a notebook’. 

 

Figure 2: Average rank and number of selections for each function in ‘working on a 
notebook’ 

The functions are sorted by rank, whereas the best ranked item ‘ensuring access to the internet’ is 

shown on the left. 31 of 32 respondents selected this function as relevant for ‘working on a notebook’ 

at all. The average rank for this item derived from the task of naming their top five functions in order 

is 2.0. Having a closer look it also appears that ‘offering an interior that is inspired by nature’ was 

generally only selected by three respondents, which is a low number compared to the other functions. 

The three respondents rather ranked this item important for this activity resulting in an average rank of 

3.0, which makes it the fourth most important function for ‘working on a notebook’. On the other 

hand, ‘transmitting few jerky movements of the vehicle’ was generally chosen by a lot of respondents. 

29 out of 31 possible interviewees think this function is needed for ‘working on a notebook’. But when 

it came to prioritising the functions, it was only ranked with an average of 3.3. ‘Ensuring a quiet 

environment’ as an example is chosen by fewer people but prioritised higher, which makes it third 

most important function. The same approach can be used for the function carriers as well. All in all it 

appears that four different types of functions can be determined. The first possibility, that a function is 

named by a lot of respondents and ranked high, as well as the second, that a function is not chosen a 

lot and is also not ranked high, are the rather normal possibilities. The next option can be found with 

the fact that some functions and function carriers are selected for belonging to an activity, but they are 

not ranked very high. This can be interpreted the way that it is not characterising for this non-driving-

related activity. On the other hand, some functions and function carriers are only chosen by a few 

respondents, but they define it to be characterising for an activity. Hereby the relevance of the items 

should be reconsidered due to the low number of selections. When functionally designing the interior 

of automated vehicles this can be seen as a decision basis for prioritising functions and function 

carriers in the interior. 

Another evaluation of the data set was performed with a principle component analysis using the 

guidelines of Backhaus (2011) and the software SPSS. The goal of this analysis is to identify further 

relationships within functions or function carriers. As an example, the analysis of functions for 

‘working on a notebook’ is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Functional clusters identified through principal component analysis for the non-
driving-related activity ‘working on a notebook’ 

All in all, three components could be identified. Within these components, respondents preferentially 

selected the functions together. ‘Offering an interior that is inspired by nature’, ‘providing adjustable 

and different coloured illumination’ and ‘enabling darkening’ were summarised under ‘feel-good 

environment’. The component ‘comfort interior’ is described by the functions ‘enabling comfortable 

and variable seating position’ and ‘ensuring a comfortable temperature’. The third component was 

named ‘relaxing atmosphere’ and contains of ‘enabling arm support’ and ‘transmitting few jerky 

movements of the vehicle’. For the developers it is consequently recommendable to realise rather 

more functions within one component than one function of every component in order to create a 

harmonious holistic experience. 

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

In this contribution a survey on relevancy of functions and function carriers for non-driving-related 

activities during automated driving was elucidated. On the basis of existing research on functions and 

function carriers the suitable method for data collection was considered to be a quantitative survey. 

The survey was conducted online with 31 respectively 32 respondents for five different non-driving-

related activities. The respondents came from within the automotive industry, but covered all kinds of 

departments. The results generally show, that functions and function carriers are seen quite diverse. 

When it comes to determining relevant items, there are ones that are perceived basic and ones that are 

characterising for activities. Also, preferences on selecting functions and function carriers together 

could be stated here. The results allow the developers to understand the future occupants’ needs during 

automated driving better and enables them to set priorities when functionally designing the interior. 

The results of the principle component analysis also make the clustering of functions and function 

carriers possible and accentuate the need for individualisation in the vehicle. This lays the basis for a 

differentiation of target group, e.g. when deciding which activity and how it will be enabled in a 

certain vehicle class or type. Thinking ahead this also might let the car manufacturers think about re-

structuring offer packages of features or services for automated vehicles. 

Basing on this contribution an expansion of the data base seems useful for further research. On the one 

hand, more than the considered five non-driving-related activities should be taken into account. Also, 

this survey was performed with experts from the automotive industry. Although the participants came 

from different departments and were not necessarily part of the interior development, an execution of 

the survey outside the automotive industry can be a valid next step in order to compare the results of 

automotive affine respondents to completely unbiased people. When having a look at function carriers, 

the consideration of vehicle-integrated items such as seat, cockpit, steering wheel or coverings seem to 

be relevant function carriers which were - due to the consciously automotive neutral literature research 

- not part of this study. In the end, all the gathered information could be put into building up ideal 

situations for non-driving-related activities. These mock-ups could be used for comparison as well as 

validating the raised data in a real environment. 

All in all, the transition to automated driving will probably have a significant impact on the 

automotive interior. The investigated non-driving-related activities might also change over time, as the 

passengers will get used to the situation and therefore feel more comfortable in an automated vehicle. 

When higher automation levels up to autonomous driving will be available, the whole vehicle layout 

can also be designed in a new way. The passengers might be able to have permanent eye contact in a 

conferencing layout, which easily can be changed to a relaxing situation including a generous laying 

surface for the next trip. This will be possible as the necessity of a takeover by the passengers in a 

critical situation will not be existent any more. Consequently the functionality and therefore the 

variety of functions and function carriers might be broader than anticipated in this contribution. This 
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can include e.g. type and positioning of screens, user interaction concept as well as variety and 

attributes of storages. Also, challenges such as motion sickness, which describes an incongruity 

between the visual perception and the vestibular system’s sense of bodily movement, as well as their 

causes and possible prevention will have to be investigated more detailed in order to enable the 

optimal traveling situation in an automated vehicle. Due to these influencing factors it can be useful to 

perform this survey again in a few years, as the volatile acceptance of automated driving definitely has 

an essential impact on the use of travel time. 
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